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ABSTRACT 
For the large-scale system of linear equations with symmetric positive definite 
block coefficient matrix resulting from the discretization of a self-adjoint elliptic 
boundary-value problem, by making use of the blocked multilevel iteration idea, we 
construct preconditioning matrices for the coefficient matrix and set up a class of 
parallel hybrid algebraic multilevel iterative methods for solving this kind of system of 
linear equations. Theoretical analysis shows that not only do these new methods lend 
themselves to parallel computation, but also their convergence rates are independent 
of both the sizes and the level numbers of the grids, and their computational work 
loads are also bounded by linear functions of the step sizes of the finest grids. 0 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that discretizing the second-order self-adjoint elliptic 
boundary-value problem in a suitable finite-element space can result in the 
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large sparse system of linear equations 
Ax =b, (l-1) 
where A E L(R”) is a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix with condi- 
tion number O(n2), and x, b E R”. To get the numerical solution of this 
system of linear equations correctly, the recently developed preconditioning 
methods such as the domain decomposition methods [lo], the hierarchical 
basis function methods [9, 171, the multigrid methods [7-9, 11-12, 141, and 
the algebraic multilevel preconditioning methods [3-5, 151 are applicable and 
efficient. Particularly, the algebraic multilevel preconditioning (AMLP) meth- 
ods and their variants are preferable because their preconditioning matrices 
are spectrally equivalent to the original stiffness matrix and their computa- 
tional complexities are of optimal orders, which are uniformly independent of 
the numbers of levels and nodes as well as the regularity of the solution. 
To suit the requirement of the synchronous parallel computational envi- 
ronments, the authors of [6, 161 p ro osed p a class of parallel multilevel 
iterative methods for solving the system of linear equations (1.1) by paralleliz- 
ing the algebraic multilevel preconditioners constructed by Axelsson and 
Vassilevski in [S-5]. This class of methods not only inherits the intrinsic 
advantages of the AMLP methods, but also has strong parallel computational 
functionality. Therefore, it is much more suitable for parallely solving the 
system of linear equations (1.1) on multiprocessor systems. 
Through reasonably combining the constructing techniques of the precon- 
ditioners in [6, 161 and [15], in this paper we set up a class of novel parallel 
hybrid algebraic multilevel iterative methods, which, compared with the 
parallel multilevel iterative methods in [6, 161, have less computational 
complexity and hence can attain higher parallel computational efficiency. 
Theoretical analyses show that our new preconditioners are of optimal orders 
of complexity, i.e., their computational work is proportional to the dimension 
of the linear system (1.11, and their relative condition numbers are bounded 
uniformly with respect to the sizes and levels of the constructed matrix 
sequence. Finally, we also formulate adaptive procedures for our new meth- 
ods in order to construct the polynomials involved in them after each group 
of f=ed recursion steps of the preconditioners shown in [6, 161. Therefore, 
these polynomials can vary from one group of fured recursion steps to the 
next. 
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2. CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE METHODS 
Let us assume that the system of linear equations (1.1) is of the following 
blocked form: 
A,, *-* A,, 
A=: ‘. ‘:, 
I I Ah, --.- A,, 
x = XT, xi,..., ( Xi)‘> 
b = (b;, b; ,..., ha)‘, 
Aij E L( R”j, R”i), i,j = 1,2,. . . , a’, 
xi E R”:, i = 1,2 >***> a, 
b, E R”a, i = 1,2,. . . , a, 
where ni < n (i = 1,2,. . . , a) are a given positive integers satisfying Cy= 1 n i 
n. Based on this stipulation, we further review some essential algebraic 
f;cts [6, 161 about the coefficient matrix A E L(R”). 
For the fixed positive integer 1, let {A(“)}:= O be a matrix sequence 
induced from A E L( R”) according to 
i,j = 1,2 ,***> a, k=O,l,..., I- 1, 
with 
i = 1,2 ,..., ff, 
i Zj, i,j = 1,2 ,***> a, 
k=1,2 ,..., 2, 
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where {n!k)}L=o (i = I 
satisfying 
> 2 >*-*> a> are (Y sequences of given positive integers 
n, = n(z) > n(.‘- 1) > . . . > n(o) 
I I I I 7 
i = 1,2 )..., (Y. 
In light of the symmetric positive definiteness of the matrix A E L(R”) 
and the concrete structures of the matrices { A’k)):_ o, we easily see that for 
k = 0, 1, . . . ) 1, 
A(.k)T = A(.+) 
‘I J’ ’ i Zj, i,j = 1,2 >***> o, 
and Ack) are SPD. Hence, A$) (i = 1,2,. . . , a> are also SPD. For each 
k E {1,2,. . . , I} and i E (1,2,. . . , a}, denote the Schur decompositions of 
A!!) (i = 1,2, . . . , a) as I, 
with S,!ik- ‘) the Schur complement of A$:), namely, 
and let II!!‘, Vii”- ‘) be SPD matrices that are approximations of the matrices 
C,!ik) and &o-l), respectively. Here, we further stress that the inverse of B,!ik) 
should be an approximation of the inverse of Cj:). For i = 1,2, . . . , a, take 
with (vi > 1) order polynomials p:‘(t) obeying 
0 < p;‘(t) < 1 (0 < t < l), p;:)(o) = 1. 
Define 
1 - &y(t) 
g-,(t) = t , i= 1,2 >***, a. 
Then Qz’_r(t> is a polynomial of order vz - 1, and there hold 
Q;&(t) > 0 (0 <t < l), @go) = - $plj)(f)l 
t=o 
for each i E {1,2, . . . , a}. 
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With these preparations, for k E (0, 1, . . . , 1) and i E {1,2,. . . , a] we 
first recursively define the preconditioning matrix M,!ik) of A!:) to be 
M!?, = A(o) 
t* ii 7 M.. := M!!’ 21 tt 7 
i = 1,2 > *-*> a, k=1,2 ,..., 1, 
where for a given positive integer k, (< Z), 
j&j-1) = 
i 
Viikel)[Z - p!f)(Mik-l)-l~i!k-l))]-l if k = sk, + 1, 
8, Mjj - 1) 
II otherwise, 
s= 1,2 ,...,Z/k, - 1. 
Practically, for each k E {1,2, . . . , Z} and i E {1,2, . . . , a}, the action 
V.!k- ‘) should be readily available so that the resulting method is computa- 
t&ally feasible. Two particular examples are as follows: 
version (i) : v,‘k-1) = A\;-“. II 
version (ii) : v.(k-1) = A’,:-‘) - ,?$;“j$;’ -l@;‘. II 
Based on the above novel preconditioners, the parallel hybrid algebraic 
multilevel iterative methods for solving the system of linear equations (1.1) 
can now be established similarly to [6, 161 as follows: 
METHODS. Given an initial vector X(O) E R”. For p = 0, 1,2,. . . , i = 
1,2,. . . ) ff, compute 
M.. Ax(P) = wr!P) 
II I t ) 
.ip+l) = ,iP) + 
where w E (0, +m> is a relaxation factor. 
A .:P), 
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Evidently, at every iterative step the quantities t-!P), Ax(P), and xiP+l) 
(i = 1,2,. . . ) a) in the above methods can be independentl; computed for 
different i on the (Y processors of the multiprocessor system. Therefore, they 
are quite convenient and efficient for parallel execution on multiprocessor 
systems. 
On the other hand, if we introduce the block-diagonal matrices 
Mck’ = diag( M,‘,k), M$), . . . , MLk,‘), k=O,l,..., 2, 
and define M = M(l), then Mck) substantially forms an algebraic multilevel 
preconditioner of A (k) for each k. Now, the parallel hybrid algebraic multi- 
level iterative methods can be rewritten as the following matrix-vector form: 
,(P) = b - Ax(P), 
MAX(P) = ,,-(P), 
.(~+l) = x(P) + A&‘), p = 0,1,2 )... . 
Clearly, the convergence behavior of these methods is closely related to 
the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of the matrix M-‘A. 
In the implementation of this method on a multiprocessor system, each 
and every processor of the multiprocessor system should solve a system of 
linear equations of the form 
at every iteration. If we write 
then by the recursive definition of {M,!,“)}:=,, we easily see that the above 
system of linear equations can be equivalently expressed as 




By these expressions we easily see that solving the system of linear 
equations Mii A xif’) = ?,!r) includes solving two systems of linear equations 
with the same coefficient matrix BI!,!’ and one system of linear equations with 
coefficient matrix S?//- ‘). The former two can be solved either by existing 
direct methods or by known iterative methods according to the properties of 
the matrix B,!,f’, while for the problem of solving the latter one, i.e., the 
computation of tiii (1-1) -in!,J) (n!$’ = Fil’ - E,‘,)rW:t’), we will give an 
explicit discussion in the foliowing.’ 
Generally, when k # sk, + 1, it is obvious that 
while for k = sk, + 1 there holds 
yi2 = &-1) -1 vi2 = Q$ 1( M,, - (k l) -$‘;k-l))M;;-l) -ll)i2_ 
Assume 
Q;)+(t) = &’ + &‘t + *.* +q$,t”+ i = 1,2, 
Then we can get 
yi2 = &ji(,ko) -1y. 
(+I) 
12 ) q2 E R”’ , 
i= 1,2 ,*-*, a, s = 0, 1, 
. . ., a. 
..Z/k, - 1 
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through the program below: 
M,!,“k4jg’ = qyrqz + Viyk”)yy), r = 1,2 ,..., u. I’ 
(v,) 
YiZ = YiZ * 
By now, it is evident that the computation of I\;ii(isko) -lui2 includes 
solving vi systems of linear equations with the same coefficient matrix Mgko) 
and calculating vi - 1 products of the matrix Viisko’ with some correspond- 
ing vectors, or in other words, solving vi - 1 systems of linear equations with 
the same coefficient matrix BJ:ko+l). 
3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
We first make the following essential assumptions: 
(A,) For k E (0, 1, . . . , I - k,), i E {1,2, . . . , a}, let 
Then there hold 
y; A(i& Q q( k,) z~,'A(f+~")y~, i = I,2 >***, (Y, k=O,l,..., Z-k,. 
The functions r,ri = q(k,,) (i = 1,2,. . . , a> are monotone increasing func- 
tions of k, independent of k. More precisely, one of the following asymptotic 
behaviors holds: 
Case (a) : qt(k,) = Ciko, i = 1,2,..., a; 
Case (b) : i = 1,2 , . * . 1 cf. 
The constants pi > 2 (i = 1,2,. . . , a> are upper bounds of the ratios of the 
dimensional numbers ni”’ and njk+r) (i = 1,2,. . . , a> of two consecutive 
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levels, that is, 
The constants Ci (i = 1,2,. . . , a> are independent of possible jumps of the 
coeffkients of the bilinear form of the variational formulation corresponding 
to the original problem as long as they are discontinuous only across edges 
(faces) of elements from the initial triangulation. 
(A,) Each I?!:’ is a SPD matrix and satisfies 
for i E {1,2, . . . , a}, k E {O, 1, . . . , 1). 
(A,) Each Viik’ is a SPD matrix and satisfies 
for i E {1,2,. . . , a}, k E (0, 1, . . . , 1). 
(A,) Each polynomial p:‘(t) is monotone decreasing in [0, 11 for i = 
1,2,. . . , a. 
(As) For k E (0, 1, . . . , I}, i, j E {1,2,. . . , a} with i #j, there exist con- 
stants -yij > 0 satisfying 




Under these assumptions, we can further confirm the following funda- 
mental results. 
LEMMA 1. Let assumption (A r) be satisfied. Then there hold 
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for i E (1,2,. . . , al, k E {O,L. . . , Z), where yii = dm < 1 (i = 
1,2, . . . ) a)unifodyink=2,3 ,..., 1. 
Proof. Write 
wi= (yT,z$, i = 1,2 ,...) a. 
Then we have from assumption (A,) that for i = 1,2, . . . , a, 
hold for k = 1,2, . . . , 1, that is, 
i = 1,2,. . . , a, k = 1,2 ,..., 1. 
Replacing now yi by tyi, t E R’, we obtain 
i=1,2 )..., (Y, k = 1,2 I..., 1. 
The positive semidefiniteness of the above quadratic forms (in t) implies that 
the corresponding discriminants must obey 
which is just the desired result. 
i = 1,2, . ..) ff, k = 1,2 ,..., 1, 
n 
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LEMMA 2. Let assumptions (A ,)-(A 3) be satisfied. Then 
(1) y’Cif)yi Q q(l)w,TA(;)q VW, = ( y,?, z;>~ E R”~“‘, 
(2) z;.@;’ ‘($) - l@;)q < +,TA$;- l)zi; 
(3) (I - #z;A$:-~)z~ Q z;$;-~$ < z;A~:-~$; 
(4) &s~~~-‘)q < zTv.!k-1) t tt zi < ~i(l)z’s~p)zj 
Vy, E R “~k)-~!‘-l), Vz, E R”I’-” with i E {l, 2,. . . , a}, k E {1,2,. . . , I). 
Proof. We first verify (1). By explicit calculations we have 
where Lemma 1 has been considered in the above inequality. Noticing for 
any & > 0 
we can further get 
Let & = yii. This inequality then leads to (1). 
Parts (2) and (3) are direct results of the previously established Lemma 1 
and Lemma 1 in [16], while (4) can be immediately obtained from (3) and 
assumption (A,). n 
LEMMA 3. Let assumptions (A,), (A,) hold. For i E (1,2,. . . , a}, kt 
6hk) for some fixed integer k ( > 1) be SPD approximations to A$) such that 
A( Ai;’ - $hk’) E [ 1,l + $‘“‘I (3-l) 
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hoid for som L?(“) > 0. Define Mjik) = t?iik), and for p = k + 1, k + 
2 , . . . , k + k, set 
M,(P) = 
B$‘) 0 I 




,-,( A\;+h,’ -lMi(ik+kd 1,1 + 6~k’~i(ko) + [ 7: + PiTi( 2 ‘J(j) 
j=l 1 
(3.2) 
hold for i = 1,2, . . . , a. Here and in the subsequent discussion, we use A(*) 
to denote any eigenvalue of the corresponding matrix. 
Proof. First of all, for 
wi = ( YT, qT E #), zi E R+‘) 
we have 
w:‘( Mi, (P) - A(P))wI = y;( B$‘) - C6”) yi + z;( M/iP-1) - A(!-‘))zi 
+z?E!.P’ TB!.p’ - ‘E!?)z. t II II II I’ i = 1,2 ,..., CK. (3.3) 
Noticing assumption (A,), we can then obtain 
w,? ( Mii (P) - A(+, > z;(M~P-~) - A!,~-‘))z~ 
for i = 1,2,. . . , LX. Now, beginning from (3.1) and making use of induction, 
we can immediately get 
wi’( M$iP) - A$‘))wi > 0, p=k,k+l,...,k+k 0 
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for i = 1,2,. . . , (Y. Therefore, for i = 1,2, . . . , a, it holds that 
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h(A$” -‘M$“) > 1, p = k,k + l,...,k + k 0’ (3.4 
On the other hand, for i = 1,2,. . . , a and 
W(p+l) = (y;p+l)T, .$P+~)T)~ E R’@+~), Q+l) = ,;P) E R’@‘, t 
by assumption (A2) and Lemma 2(2) as well as from (3.3) we have 
+ ,(P-W( M/~P--~) - A(,p-'))w,!P-l) 
+ 3/~wI!P-1)TA~p-1)w1(P-1). 
Through recursively using this inequality, for i = 1,2, . . . , a the following 
estimate can be obtained: 
W!k+W’( M$+ko) _ A(i;+ko))Wlk+ko) 
I 
< w,!~)~( M$’ - A~$qo) 
k+k,-1 
+ s;k [ ~~~I~+l)~c~~+l)~l~+l) + $w[~‘~A\;)w!~)] 
< $k’W!k’ TA(f)w<k) 
I I t 
k+k,-1 
+ C [ Pi77i(l)W,!S+1)TA(~+1)w,!S+1) + y;~!~‘~A(;‘wj”‘], 
s=k 
where, in the second inequality, we have used (3.1) and Lemma 2(l). Now, in 
light of assumption (A,) and particularly considering that q(ko) (i = 
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1,2,. . . , a) are increasing functions of k, we can immediately get 
&+k,)T(M~k+ko) - A$f+k~))~jk+kQ) 




8/k’q(ko) + [ piqj(l) + yz] 5 q(j) w,!~+~,)~A(~+~,)w,(~+~,) 
j=l 
for i = 1,2,. . . , a. Hence, through combining these with (3.4) we finally 
obtain that the conclusion (3.2) holds. n 
LEMMA 4 (See [6, 161). Let assumption (A 1), (A 2>, and (As> hold, and 




1GiG.n 1 + -yi 
YTM’k’Y Q max 1 





’ ” sup 
(i, z;A(:)q 
’ , i = 1,2 >*..> (Y, k=O,l,..., 1. 
;,ER”’ 
;,20 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
We first give a general estimation about the relative condition numbers of 
M!Tko’ with respect to A(:ko’ for i = 1,2,. . . , a and s = 1,2,. . . , Z/k, - 1. II 
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THEOREM 1. Let assumptions (A ,)-(A J be satisfied and denote 
5i(kO) = l - 77i(kO) + [ Pi%(l) + Tit] 2 B(j)> i = l,..., a. 
j-1 
Then 
(a) if we define A!,o) = 1 and 
there hold 
i = 1,2 ,..*>a, s = 1,2,..., Z/k, - 1, (4.1) 
/qsko) < 77iCk0) 
1 _ p!f’( ,-$- Wd) + 5itkO) 
i=1,2 ,..., a, s = 1,2,..., Z/k,, - 1; (4.2) 
(b) ij-we define $“) = 1 and 
~(sko) = 77,(h) 
1 1 _ pc’( &KS- l&d) + SiCkO), 
i = 1,2 ,..., a, s = 1,2,..., Z/k, - 1, (4.3) 
{~$Sko)I~l/~O-l becomes a mujorizing sequence of ( h(isko)}j/~O-l for each i E 
0,2,..., a}. At this time, there hold 
&NS+l)ko) = 
(1 - r;) &;"k"'Q;f' 1( &;sko)) 
I q( k,) + &( k,) Gj”“o’Q!f’- 1( &i(sko)) ’
i = 1,2 >..*, a, s = 0, 1,. . * ) Z/k, - 2. (4.4) 
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Therefore, when 
(1 - r:)Q;‘-,(o) > Vi(&), i = 1,2 ,..., (Y, (4.5) 
the seqtience {d!sk~))~=O has a limit point a: E (0, 1) and satisfies 
&!sko) 2 a* t ) s = 0, 1,2,. . . (4.6) 
for each i E {l, 2, . . . , a}. Here, for i E {1,2, . . . , (Y}, CY* are the smallest 
positive real roots of the equations 
(1 - r;)e:‘lW - si(k,)tQ~‘,(t) - rli(ko) = 0 (4.7) 
within the interval (0, l), respectively. 
Proof. We first demonstrate (a) by induction. For this purpose, let us 
suppose that for some fued s E {1,2,. . . , l/k, - 1) we have the inequality 
(4.2). Define 
T.(“ko’ = v,(hJ WMI(ZSk,) -lvi$k,) l/2 
It tt 
i = 1,2 >..‘, ct. 
Then by assumption (A,) and the supposition we can obtain 




< sup ; ‘; k) 
Z,#O ‘i MiiS ’ ‘i 
,&dSk&. 
< sup ’ ‘I 
z?A(,;~+, 
Z,fO 
’ suP f (k) zETA(ifk”ki Z_fO zi Mi; 0 zi 
=G 1, i = 1,2 ,..., cx. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2(3), (4) there hold 
inf y:TiiSko)yi ZTV,!++, 
> inf ’ “ 
yi+o Y’Y, z:,+ o 2rM!pko’z] 
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Thereby, we can conclude that 
A(‘I;:l”Q) E [ @Q, 11 ) i = 1,2 , . . . ) a. 
Now, if we define 
we can assert that 
i=1,2 ,..., a. 
In fact, by direct calculation we know that 
;i!W = sup 
y; [ z - p;y Tp)] -l yi 
I 
y,+O Yi 
TV(sk,) - l/ZA(sko,v(sk,) -l/Z 
ii ii ii Yi 
~ sup y:[ z - p!f’pioko))] -l yi yppyi 
sup 
YifO YTYi Yi+O Yi T&ko)yi 
1 
Q sup 
tE[aj”ko), 11 1 - p?‘(t) 
297 
hold for i E {l, 2,. . . , a}, where assumption (A,) has been used in the last 
inequality. Remembering that p;)(t) (i = 1,2,. . . , a) are assumed to be 
monotone decreasing polynomials for t E [0, l] in assumption (A4), we then 
fulfill the demonstration of the assertion. Additionally, we can verify A$sko) > 1 
(i = 1,2,. . .) a). 
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Now, in accordance with Lemma 3 there evidently hold 





1 - p(o(a~“k”‘) + w%) 
for i E {1,2, . . . , cr), i.e., (4.2) is valid for s + 1. Considering that (4.2) is 
evidently true for s = 1, we know by induction that (4.2) is true for every 
s E {1,2,. . . , Z/k, - 1). 
We turn to prove (b). Obviously, for s = 1 we have 
,@o’ < i(b) 
E I ) i = 1,2 ,..., (Y, 
by the definition. Now, if we assume that 
A$&) < ;$&I, i = 1,2 ,..., (Y, 
have been got for some s, then it is easy to see that 
(y!Sko) 1 - 1 - y; = ~ y; 
I _ = ;(sk,) ,@ko) ’ j$i!sk,,) 1 ’ i = 1,2 ,..., ff. 
1 1 
Noticing the monotone decreasing property of the polynomials pzf)(t> (i = 
1,2,. . . ) a) in [0, 11, we immediately know 
p;‘( ;!sko)) > p!f’( a+)), i = 1,2,. . . , a. 
Therefore, the inequalities 
,$(s+ Uk,) < j$s+ r)k,), i = 1,2,. .f> a, 
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hold. By making use of the induction principle, the fact that {iyko)) (i = 
1,2, . . . ) cr) are majorizing sequences of {A(Sko)) (i = 1,2, . . . , a), respec- 
tively, has now been confirmed. Based on (4.3), we can easily obtain that 
{PO’) (i = 1,2,. . . , ct ) satisfy the recurrence relation (4.4). 
Next, we use induction again to determine the positive real numbers (Y,? 
(i = 1,2,. . . ) a) which make (4.6) uniformly hold under the condition (4.5) 
for i = 1,2,. . . , a, respectively. In fact, if we assume for some s that 
have been obtained, then, in order to get 
we only need to demonstrate that 
77iCk0) 
1 - Y: > pj~~(~*) + ci(kO)(y*, i = 1,2 ,.**> Q, (4.8) 
are valid. For each i E {1,2, . . . , a}, define a one-variable function 
77iCk0) 
f,(t) = Qlf’l(t) + 4xko)t, i = 1,2 ,..., o. 
By noticing h(l) > 1 (i = 1,2,. . . , a), we know that (4.8) holds only if 
1 - 7: > Fyfi(t)> i = 1,2 ,..., Cy. 
+ 
Since 
liio@) = 77i(k0) 
Q;'dO> ’ 
i = 1,2 ,..., ff, 
(4-Q) 
by substituting these identities into (4.9); we immediately get that the 
equations (4.7) h ave solutions ct~,? E (0,l) (i = 1,2, . . . , a), and these a,? 
make (4.6) hold, provided (4.5) is satisfied. From (4.8), C$ (i = 1,2,. . . , CY> 
can be taken to be the smallest positive real numbers which make the 
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inequalities in (4.8) become equalities. This shows that CY: E (0,l) (i = 
;4.“;,: b;’ 
a) can be taken to be the smallest positive roots of the equations in 
s a matter of fact, the equations in (4.7) have smallest positive roots in 
(0,l) under the condition (4.5). 
Moreover, we can also show inductively that each of the sequences 
{B!“ko’);Go (i = t I,2 ,***I a) is a monotone decreasing sequence. In fact, since 
j&d = Too) 
1 1 - $‘( ($0)) + Uko) 
rliCkO) 
= 1 - pgy1 - yj;) + tick,) 
a Vi(ko) + &(ko) 
= 1 + [ Pirli(l) + Yifl2 rliw 
j=l 
> 1, 
we see that 
In general, if we assume that 
then the monotone decreasing properties of the polynomials pLf’(t> (i = 
1,2,. . . , a> immediately give 
dko) 
iY+l)ko) = 1 _ $‘( &!8k*‘) + 5i(ko) 
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Thereby, 
Now, the induction is completed and the fact that the sequences { &~““o)}~=~ 
(i = 1,2,. . . ) a) are monotone decreasing sequences has been demonstrated. 
Hence, the sequences {&,!““~)}~=, (i = 1,2, . . . , a> are convergent. Taking 
limits on both sides of (4.4) we immediately know that lim, em &!sko) = a* 
(i = 1,2, . ..) a), which are just the unique solutions of the equations in 
(4.7) and are within (0,l). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. l 
Theorem 1 obviously implies the following conclusion. 
C0Fi0LLAFiY 1. LA assumptions (A ,)-(A 4) be satisfied. 
1 - y; 
Ai(A(j;ko) -lMj;ko)) E 1, - 
[ 1 a* ' 
Then 
provided (4.5) is satisfied, where CY* E (0, 1) (i = 1,2,. . . , (u) are the smull- 
est positive solutions of the equations in (4.7). 
Combining Corollary 1 with Lemma 4, we can obtain the estimates 
A( A(sko) - lM(sko)) (s = 1,. . . , Z/k, - l), w rc are independent of the level h’ h 
number k. 
THEOREM 2. Let assumptions (A ,)-(A s) be satisfied. Then 
s = I,2 , . . . , Z/k, 7 1 
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provided (4.5) is satisfied, where cr* E (0, 1) (i = 1,2, . . . , a) are the smull- 
est positive solutions of the equations in (4.7), respectively. 
For convenience in applications, we now 
result to two concrete polynomials 
specialize the above theoretical 
p;‘(t) = 
1+f:a,_21) i=l 2 (410) 
1+a; ’ 
i I 




p:‘(t) = (1 - ty’, i = 1,2,..., (Y (4.11) 
(here, TV, is the v,th-order Chebyshev polynomial) to obtain some special but 
very practical conclusions. Note that the polynomials given by (4.10) and 
(4.11) are monotone decreasing in [O, 11. 
THEOREM 3. Let assumptions (A ,)-(A 3) and (As) be satisfied, and 
denote 
1 
_h = min - A= max 
1 - y; 
ldidcr 1 + yil l<i<o (1 - yii)(q * 
Then: 
(a> Zf 
Tdh) [(I + w + (1 - GJ‘]” 
2vi (vz;z ( 2j; $(l - (Yi)++l 
< 1 _ y2 
It’ 
i=1,2 ,..., cf, 
(4.12) 
there hold 
A( AcSko’ - lM(sko)) E [ _A, 31, s = 1,2,. . . , Z/k, - 1 (4.13) 
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(4.10), where ai (i = I,2, i:‘. , 
provided the polynomials p t (t) (0 < t < 1, i = 1,2,. . . , a> are defined by 
(u) are the smallest positive solutions of the 
equations 
(1 + 6)“’ + (1 - 6)“’ 1 - 
= (vi- 0/2 
2 c 
v, 
( i i t j 
7;,;;(“0)“, 
i = 1,2 ,..., a!, 
1 0 
j=o 2j 1 
(4.14) 
respectively. Moreover, once 
1-r; 1 
2?-ti(kO) > y2’ 
i=1,2 ,,.., a, 
the smallest solutions o+ E (0,l) of the equations in (4.14) can guarantee that 
(4.12) hold for i = 1,2, . . . , a, and therefore, (4.13) holds. 
6) If 
1-y; 1 
77iCk0) > 4’ 
i=1,2 ,..., cz, (4.15) 
then (4.13) holds p rovided the polynomials p:‘(t) (0 < t < 1, i = 1,2, . . . , (Y) 
are defined by (4.11), where cxi (i = 1,2, . . . , a) are the smallest positive 
solutions of the equations 
77i( kO) 
1 - ri; - &(k,)t ’ 
i = 1,2, . . . . (Y. (4.16) 
Proof. Making use of the expressions for the Chebyshev polynomials TV, 
(i = 1,2,. . . , a> and detailed manipulations, we have 
Q?)+(O) = 2v,(l - (Y~)‘~-~ 
[(l + &q”’ + (1 - &)yi]2’ 
i = 1,2 ,***> (Y. 
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Substituting these equations into Theorem 2, we can immediately obtain 
conclusion (a). 
Similarly, by substituting 
QELl(O) = vi, i = 1,2,. . .) a 
into Theorem 2, we can get conclusion (b). 
5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
In order to obtain further quantitative estimates of the amount of the 
computational work Wi (i = 1,2,. . . , a) of the parallel hybrid algebraic 
multilevel iterative methods for each processor for a multiprocessor system at 
every iteration step, without loss of generality, we assume that the refine- 
ments are uniform. Then the numbers of nodes nIk) (i = 1,2,. . . , a> at the 
kth discretization level grow in geometrical fashion, i.e., 
@) = @&wO, i = 1,2 )..., (Y, k = 1,2 ,..., 1, 
where di (i = 1, . . . . a) are positive integers related to the dimension of the 
considered elliptic problem. In addition, for i, j E {1,2, . . . , a}, k E 
10, 1, * * 4, 0, we assume that the numbers of operations in computing A$)t~j~) 
( !k) E Bnjk)) are c,(nlk) + njk)), with ci a positive constant independent of 
yj. 
i, 1, and k. Denote 
dk)= en!‘), k=O,l,..., 1. 
i=l 
Considering that the approximation matrix B:!) can be obtained by incom- 
plete triangular factorization about C,!ik) for each i E {1,2, . . . , a) and each 
k E (0, 1, . . . , Z}, it is reasonable to assume that the number of operations for 
solving the system of linear equations having coefficient matrix B$’ is 
c,(r~!~) - n$“-‘)) (i = 1,2,. . . , cr, k = 1,2,. . . ,Z), where ca is a positive 
conskant independent of both i and k. Again, denote Wi(‘) as the amount of 
computational work of processor i for solving the system of linear equations 
with coefficient matrix A(q) on level 0 (i = 1,2,. . . , a> and, generally, 
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denote Wick) as the amount of computational work of processor i for solving 
the system of linear equations with coefficient matrix M,!,“’ on level k 
(i = 1,2 ,..., a, k = 1,2 ,..., I>. Then we have for (s - l)k, + 1 < k < sk, 
that 
Wick) < c2( /_Ld, - 1)n(k-‘1 + Wi(k_l), i = 1,2 ,..., a. 
Hence, 
hold for i E {I, 2, . . . , a}andj~{(s--l)k,+l,(~-l)k,+2,...,sk,}. 
From these inequalities we can directly obtain 
w,Wo) < ~in(W + w,K-%+ 1) 
I t 
Ei = c,(l - p,p-l)y, 
i = 1,2,. . . , a, s = 1,2 ,,.., Z/k, - 1. 
Considering 
w.((s-l)ko+l) < ,+( vi - q( gfr _ +$W)ko) + viprifWkJ 
1 
< Ei nIsko) + pp - Ok,) 
with 
Zi = C2(Vi - l)( /.L$ - l)p.ik~di 
holding for i = 1,2, . . . , (Y, we know that 
w.((s+ l)ko) < qqi(W + ,Q$S + W,), 
E 
i = 1,2 )..., a, 
where 
Ei = ci + zi = c,{l + /.pq( vi - 2)( pp’ - 2) - l]}, 
i = 1,2 ,..., a. 
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By using the above relations recursively, we have 
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for i = 1,2,..., cr. Then, if vi ,uFkodi < 1 (i = 1,2,. . , , a), we get 
’ 
i= 1,2 ,..., a, 
Thereby, 







holding for i = I,2 ,..., CX. 
In conclusion, the asymptotic work estimation shows that the parallel 
hybrid algebraic multilevel iterative methods till be of optimal orders pro- 
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vided vi (i = 1,2,. . . , a> satisfy the inequalities 
Q;‘-l(o) > g$, i = 1,2 ,..., (Y, 
II 
from Theorem 2. and 
vi pykodo < 1, i = 1,2 >.**> oY, 
from the complexity requirements. More concretely, for the polynomials 
defined by (4.10)-(4.111, based on the asymptotic behavior of n$k,) (i = 
1,2,. . . ) a), we see that these restrictions on vi become 
and 
for ca.93 (a), 
for case (b), 
respectively. It is clear now that asymptotically, for k, sufficiently large, both 
restrictions on vi corresponding to polynomials (4.10)~(4.11) can be satisfied 
for both case (a) and case (b). Therefore, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. The parallel hybrid algebraic multilevel preconditioners 
with the polynomials being chosen by (4.10)~(4.11) give optimal-order meth- 
ads for k, suficiently large. That is to say, they are spectrally equivalent to 
the corresponding stiffness matrices ACk’, and the costs of evaluating the 
preconditioners are O(n), namely, proportional to the number of unknowns. 
We end this section with the following remarks. 
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REMARK 1. For the parallel hybrid algebraic multilevel preconditioners 
with the properly scaled and shifted Chebyshev polynomial, we can estimate 
/PO) (i = 1,2,. . . ) I a> starting with s = 1 and setting 
1 + T,, 
1 + cp+) - 2t 
1 _ (y<%) 
p!f’(t) = 
t 
1 + TV, 
for i = 1,2,..., cx, the procedures continue with s = 2,3, . , . , l/k, - 1. 
Once an unacceptable growth of the eigenvalues A(isko) (i = 1,2, . . . , a) takes 
place, the corresponding procedure can be restarted with a larger vi (i = 
1,2, . . . ) a). Theorem 3 guarantees that a reasonable stabilization of the 
orders of magnitude of the eigenvalues A$sko) (i = 1,2,. . . , a> can be 
achieved. 
REMARK 2. k, (2 1) should be chosen in order to balance the arith- 
metic work for the estimations of the eigenvalues A$sko) (i = 1,2,. . . , cr) and 
the work of polynomial acceleration at every global step, in other words, to 
ensure the inequalities vi < /_$J~~ (i = 1,2, . . . , a). Note that the actions of 
the matrices A!!) (i = 1,2 t, ,*a.> a> on given vectors are relatively inexpen- 
sive. 
REMARK 3. The matrices I3::’ (i = 1,2, . . . , a, k = 2,3, . . . , I) can be 
taken technically in the same ways as shown in [6, 161. 
REMARK 4. As pointed out in [6, 161, the system of linear-algebraic 
equations resulting from discretizing the second-order self-adjoint elliptic 
boundary-value problem can automatically satisfy the basic assumptions (A,) 
and (A,) under suitable regularity assumptions on the finite-element spaces 
and the triangulations. On the other hand, the selections of version (i) and 
version (ii) of the matrices V,!“) (i = 1,2, . . . , a, k = 0, 1, . . . , 1) naturally 
satisfy the basic assumption (A,). 
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6. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
Consider the three-dimensional [i.e., di = 3 (i = 1,2,. . ‘, a>] second- 
order self-adjoint elliptic boundary-value problem 
-m$i.-&(%jw~) =fW VxER, (61) 
dU 
ulr, = 0, zi r, = 0, 
where fi is a given bounded polygonal domain in R3, an = In U I, is its 
boundary with I, and I’, being nonoverlapping pieces, n’ is the outward unit 
normal vector, f(x) is a known bounded function, and u,~(x> (m, j = 1,2,3) 
are sufficiently smooth functions, which are identically constants in each of 
the triangles belonging to a given original triangulation of 0. 
The variational problem corresponding to (6.1) is: Find u E W,‘(O) such 
that 
+v) = (f>D) vu E w;(a), (6.2) 
where 





Given a decomposition {sZi 1 i = 1,2,. . . , a} of the domain Sz, that is, the Ri 
(. ,..., z,j = 1,2 a> are polygonal subdomains of IR, and they satisfy 
fi cl(&) = cl(O), 
i=l 
fhi n aj = 0 for i Zj, i,j = 1,2 >***1 a, 
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where cl(*) denotes the closure of the corresponding domain. For each 
i E {1,2,. . . ) a}, let {r~“)}~=, be a sequence of triangulations of the domain 
cl(n,>\ an generated by successive shape-preserving refinement from the 
coarsest initial triangulation 7:‘) of cl(CI,)\ dC! and {K(k)): = o be a corre- 
sponding sequence of finite-element spaces of piecewise polynomial func- 
tions, continuous in cl(CIi> associated with {r,!“‘}~=,. For each qCk), its basis 
functions are chosen to be the standard nodal basis functions { (p,(“,j))$;, i.e., 
Pi (k*j)(x(“)) = $,, (the Kronecker symbol) when x(*) runs over all the 
nodes of the triangulation rjk). Here, we use Nick) to denote the set of nodes 
(x(j))$ of the corresponding triangulation r,!“‘, where n(“) is the number of 
the node points included in Nick). 
Now, if for each k E {O, 1,. . . , I) we further define 
then {rCk)}:_ o is just a sequence of triangulations of the domain R, generated 
also by successive shape-preserving refinement from the coarsest initial 
triangulation r(O) of fl, and {YCk’}:= o the corresponding sequence of 
finite-element spaces of piecewise polynomial functions, also continuous in 
cl(a), associated with {rCk)}i= o. For each YCk’, { ~#~,i));i’~ is just its standard 
nodal basis functions. In addition, N 
corresponding triangulation rCk), and 
(k) is the set of nodes {x(j)yi’i of the 
included in NCk). 
nCk) the number of the node points 
Since for each i E {l, 2, . . . , a} one has qCk-i) c KCk) (k = 1,2, . . . , Z), 
we may alternatively use in T (k) the two-level hierarchical basis functions 
{+~k.i)}J$: = {Pik.j)(x(j) E N,Ck)\N,C-i)} u {40<k-i.j)lX(j) E NJk-I)}. E 
With them we can obtain a sequence of stiffness matrices { ACk’}:= o from the 
variational formulation (6.2). This sequence just has the block form described 
in Section 2. More concretely, it has 
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A’.‘I-1’ = a @--?r), q$!--,mm) 
‘J ( ( I J )) 
r,m: ,(r),~j~-l), x(m)Eh7jk-l), 
i #j, i,j = 1,2 >***> (Y, k = 1,2 ,..., 1. 
Here, we note that 
are just the two-level hierarchical basis functions in Y@). 
For a continuous function q, we denote its support by supp(p). Define 
,,F) 
s$) = (J SUPP( @jk,m)) n d( (Rj), 
,# ) 
9:) = (J SUPP( g:k~m)) n cl(Q), 
m=l 
i fj, i, j = 1,2 ,*.*> cx, k=0,1,2 ,..., 1, 
and 
i #j, i, j = I,2 ,***, (Y, k=0,1,2 ,..., 2. 
In addition, for i, j E {1,2, . . . , a) and i f j we use NGk) to represent the 
set of nodes {x(~)}‘T m-l of the triangle elements located in T$), Njik) to 
represent the set of nodes {~(~))‘jf) m= I of the triangle elements located in 7j(ik), 
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and ‘i$,“), %jF) for the numbers of the node points included in Ni:k), Njikj, 
respectively. Write n$i) = 5::’ + ?i$). Then there clearly hold 
&’ = &I 
‘J .I’ ’ 
i Zj, i,j=l,2 ,..., a; k=0,1,2 ,***, 1. 
Now, assume further that the bilinear form a(*, * ) is symmetric, bounded, 
and W,‘(fi)-elliptic. That is to say, there exist positive constants ,u~(T) and 
~~(7) such that 
&)lu12 Q a(u, u) and Ia@, v) ( d CL~(T)IUI Iv1 
hold for all U, 2, E R3 and u E T, 0 E T’, two elements of some triangula- 
tions of the domain 0. Then, a quite similar demonstration to those in 12, 151 
immediately gives 
qi( k,) = c;u, p;o, i = 1,2 ,.**> a, 
where ci is a constant dependent only on the shape of the elements from the 
initial triangulation Ty’, and gi is the so-called local ellipticity constant 
defined by 
I%.(~) 
Evidently, we see that 
For i,j E {1,2 ,..,, a) with i $I j, define 
k = 0, 1,2,. . . ,I, 
If we further let the refinement of the triangulations be such that 
< qj < 1, k = 0, 1,2,. . . ,I, 









then direct calculations immediately give 
for d( Sz,) n Cl( (nj) + 0, 
i #j, i,j = 1,2 >***> Cy, 
otherwise, 
and 
Yi = C Yij = c 
p!?) 
2”. < 1, 
CLy tj i = 1,2,..., cy. 
l<j<n j:j#i 
j#i cl(Ri)ncKQj)+O 
In fact, since for Vu E T+) and Vu E T(k) (i #j, i, j = 1,2,. .., a>, 
when cl(Q,) n cl(slj) # 0 we have 
and 
a(u,o) = C a,(u,u) > C &(7)lU12 2 Qjk)P$j)lUl”, 
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and when cl(CIj) n cl(CIj) = 0 there clearly hold 
a(u,v) = 0. 
Therefore, 
l+d < yija(u,u)l’Za(v, y vu E Yq), v E Yp), 
i #j, i, j = 1,2 ,...,a; k = 0, 1,2,. . . , 1. 
This just shows that assumption (A,) is satisfied for the presently considered 
problem. 
With the quantities q(kJ, yii, and yi (i = 1,2,. . . , a> given above we 
can easily get the concrete estimates in Theorems 1-3 as well as the concrete 
regions of the parameters k, and vi (i = 1,2,. . . , a>, which make our new 
parallel hybrid lg b a e raic multilevel preconditioning methods optimal-order 
methods for solving the three-dimensional second-order self-adjoint elliptic 
boundary-value problem (6.1) or (6.2). 
Finally, we remark that the above demonstration obviously indicates that 
the functions 
771(k0)7 i=1,2 ,..., a, 
remain bounded with respect to possible jumps of the coefficients of the 
bilinear form a(*, - ), as long as they only occur across faces of elements from 
the initial triangulation. 
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